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Abstract Assessment of mare basalt gas release patterns during individual eruptions provides the basis
for predicting the effect of vesiculation processes on the structure and morphology of associated features.
We subdivide typical lunar eruptions into four phases: Phase 1, dike penetrates to the surface, transient gas
release phase; Phase 2, dike base still rising, high-ﬂux hawaiian eruptive phase; Phase 3, dike equilibration,
lower ﬂux hawaiian to strombolian transition phase; and Phase 4, dike closing, strombolian vesicular ﬂow
phase. We show how these four phases of mare basalt volatile release, together with total dike volumes,
initial magma volatile content, vent conﬁguration, and magma discharge rate, can help relate the wide range
of apparently disparate lunar volcanic features (pyroclastic mantles, small shield volcanoes, compound ﬂow
ﬁelds, sinuous rilles, long lava ﬂows, pyroclastic cones, summit pit craters, irregular mare patches, and ring
moat dome structures) to a common set of eruption processes.

Plain Language Summary Since the early days of close-up orbital observations of the lunar surface
in the 1960s, a large number of lunar volcanic landforms have been identiﬁed and cataloged, including
explosive volcanic mantles, small shield-shaped volcanoes, compound ﬂow ﬁelds, meandering sinuous rille
channels, long lava ﬂows, volcanic cones, volcanic pit craters, and very unusual and enigmatic features
called irregular mare patches and ring moat dome structures. Unknown is how all of these different
features form and how they might ﬁt together in different stages or phases of lunar volcanic eruptions.
Interpretation is complicated by the effects of low lunar gravity and lack of an atmosphere, both encouraging
very different patterns of gas release during lunar volcanic eruptions. We examine the nature of the rise,
eruption, and gas release of lavas from the lunar interior and show how four phases of mare basalt eruptions
can help relate the wide range of apparently disparate lunar volcanic features to a common set of eruption
processes. This is important because it links the observed geologic record to speciﬁc physical volcanology
predictions that can be further tested with future exploration and analysis.
1. Introduction
Beginning with the acquisition of high-resolution images of the lunar surface from orbit, a very wide and
diverse array of morphologic features has been observed in association with the lunar maria (e.g., ﬂows,
domes, cones, graben, sinuous rilles, ridges, pits, dark halo, and mantle deposits; Schultz, 1976; Wilhelms,
1987). Unclear has been the interpretation of each of these features and how they might relate to speciﬁc
eruption conditions and the range of eruptions styles. We synthesize recent developments in understanding
the origins and volatile contents of lunar magmas, the mechanisms that transferred magma to the surface,
and the factors that controlled the eruption style of the resulting volcanism with emphasis on the effects
of volatile formation and release. We show how the speciﬁc inﬂuences of the physical environment, especially the small value of the acceleration due to gravity and the negligible atmospheric pressure, serve to
combine with the nature and mode of volatile behavior to produce the observed spectrum of lunar surface
volcanic features.

2. Constraints on Lunar Magmatism
©2018. American Geophysical Union.
All Rights Reserved.
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Lack of evidence for crustal contamination in lunar lava samples implies that most lunar eruptions involved
basaltic magma that passed rapidly from its mantle source to the surface (Shearer et al., 2006). A model that
readily explains this involves dikes nucleating at the tops of ~500-km-deep mantle partial melt zones (diapirs)
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when the slowly convectively rising diapirs encountered host rocks cool enough that the combination of host
viscosity and diapir-imposed strain rate exceeded the ability of the host rocks to deform plastically, so that a
brittle fracture nucleated (Wilson & Head, 2017a). Seepage of buoyant melt into the resulting crack caused
the slow (decades?) growth of a dike that when a critical length of at least several tens of km was reached,
disconnected from the diapir source and migrated rapidly upward (a few hours) through the mantle above
it. The dike would have penetrated the low-density lunar crust to an extent determined by the balance
between the positive buoyancy of its lower part still in the mantle and the negative buoyancy of it upper part
in the crust. A few dikes penetrate to a shallow low-density impact crater-related crustal zone and produce
crater-contained sills known as ﬂoor-fractured craters (Jozwiak et al., 2012; Jozwiak et al., 2015) with consequent evolution of the intruded magma (Wilson & Head, 2018). A sufﬁciently vertically extensive dike completely penetrating the crust would break through to erupt at the surface. The great vertical extent of the
dike meant that the major lunar magmatic volatile, CO, was produced in amounts up to at least 1,000 ppm
by mass over a wide range of depths in the dike, potentially extending down to at least 50 km in a large
enough dike. Additionally, up to at least 1,000 ppm of water and sulfur compounds were released in the
upper few hundred meters of dikes (Rutherford et al., 2017). We explore the effects of this behavior in the
lunar environment.

3. Distinctive Characteristics of Lunar Volcanism
The absence of an appreciable atmospheric pressure caused basaltic volcanic eruptions on the Moon to have
a vigorously explosive nature, despite the low magmatic volatile content by Earth standards. This was especially true at the start of an eruption due to concentration of volatiles into the upper parts of dikes approaching the surface (Wilson & Head, 2003). However, the lunar versions of hawaiian and strombolian explosive
activities differed greatly from those on Earth (Wilson & Head, 1981), with no lunar analog of a convecting
Plinian eruption cloud (Head & Wilson, 2017). The extreme expansion of even the smallest gas bubbles
disrupted magma into pyroclasts predominantly submillimeter in size. These clasts were accelerated by
the expansion of the released gases until the gas pressure became so low that the Knudsen regime was
reached and the interactions between gas and clasts became negligible; the clasts then continued on ballistic
trajectories until they reached the surface.
The giant 50- to 90-km-long, 30- to 100-m-wide dikes transferring magma volumes of up to ~1,000 km3 to the
lunar surface rose from the mantle at speeds of tens of m/s, and initially delivered magma volume ﬂuxes of up
to ~106 m3/s through the vents that they created to feed hawaiian-style lava fountains (Wilson & Head,
2017a). The combination of high volume ﬂux and small pyroclast size caused many lunar lava fountains to
be very optically dense, especially those with relatively low volatile contents. Pyroclasts in the hot cores of
such fountains were unable to radiate heat into space and thus landed at magmatic temperature to coalesce
into several hundred kilometer-long lava ﬂows that, having lost almost all of their gas, were nearly completely
vesicle-free. This condition continued as the rising dike decelerated toward buoyancy equilibrium and the
erupted volume ﬂux decreased to ~105 m3/s. Once buoyancy equilibrium was achieved, the erupted ﬂux
would have decreased to ~104 m3/s as dike closure driven by lithospheric stresses dominated the activity.
Only when the volume ﬂux decreased to less than ~3 × 104 m3/s would the lava fountain have begun to
be optically transparent allowing extensive pyroclast cooling. Long-lived eruptions of relatively volatile-poor
magmas at these intermediate volume ﬂuxes were responsible for the thermo-mechanical erosion of the
characteristic lunar sinuous rille channels (Hurwitz et al., 2012). The relative duration of activity, and hence
magma volumes erupted, at these varying volume ﬂuxes was a function of the vertical extent of the dike relative to the thickness of the lunar crust. Figure 1 gives typical values.
Many lunar magmas appear to have released a few hundred ppm of mainly CO as they erupted. In contrast,
total magma volatile mass fractions of up to 3,000 ppm (Rutherford et al., 2017) in some picritic magmas led
to pyroclast speeds in steady eruptions of up to 220 m/s and maximum ranges of ~30 km. Greater speeds and
ranges were possible in the initial stages of eruptions as gas concentrated in the upper tips of dikes was
released, and the combination of these conditions produced extensive regional pyroclastic blankets (Head
& Wilson, 2017).
Since all eruptions began with the arrival of a dike at the surface, initial vents were always explosively erupting ﬁssures, generally with lengths up to ~15 km (Head & Wilson, 2017). If the ﬁssure length was much less
WILSON AND HEAD
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Figure 1. The characteristics of the four eruption phases during a typical lunar eruption, with diagrams and parameters
representing average values. The relative duration of individual phases depends on the total dike volume and vertical extent.

than the maximum range of the pyroclasts, gas effectively expanded radially from a point source, producing a
circular, umbrella-shaped ﬁre fountain like those seen on Io (Wilson & Head, 2001), though of very much
smaller size (Head et al., 2002) due to the much smaller volatile contents of the lunar magmas (Head &
Wilson, 2017). If the ﬁssure length was comparable to or greater than the maximum pyroclast range, the
ﬁssure acted as a line source and gas mainly expanded sideways away from the ﬁssure, not radially. These
differing patterns of gas expansion and clast dispersal cause a concentration of clasts in the outer edges of
elongate fountains, enhancing their optically density. On the basis of these principles, we now examine
the stages in the evolution of a typical lunar mare basalt eruption to assess predictions for resulting
structures, landforms, and volatile fate.

4. Evolution of a Typical Lunar Basaltic Eruption: The Four Phases
In order to link the ascent and eruption of magma to the observed landforms and structures, we identify four
phases in the evolution of a typical lunar eruption and examine how variations in dike total volume, magma
ﬂux, gas content, and eruption duration during each phase produce different landforms (Figure 1).
WILSON AND HEAD
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Phase 1. (Dike penetrates to surface, transient gas release phase) is very explosive due to volatile concentration into the low-pressure region near the upper tip of the propagating dike, but is short-lived
(Wilson & Head, 2003). In the extreme tip of the dike a zone of pure gas may extend for 100–
200 m, below which will be a foam layer with a high vesicularity extending downward for
~10 km. Complete eruption of this gas-rich magma would have taken as little as 3 min and
produced a very widespread but extremely thin deposit (Head & Wilson, 2017), consistent with
the ubiquitous volcanic glass beads found in soils even in the highlands.
Phase 2. (Dike base still rising, high ﬂux hawaiian eruptive phase), during which the dike as a whole is
still rising toward a neutral buoyancy conﬁguration, has the highest magma discharge rate
~106 m3/s, and involves the near-steady explosive eruption of magma with a volatile content
representative of the bulk of the magma. This would have involved the formation of a relatively
steady, largely optically dense hawaiian ﬁre fountain within which submillimeter-sized pyroclastic
droplets would have lost gas efﬁciently and accumulated with negligible cooling within a few to
10 km of the ﬁssure to form a vesicle-deﬁcient lava lake. Lava would have ﬂowed away from the
lake in an initially turbulent manner to form the distal part of the eventual lava ﬂow deposit in the
case of a short-lived eruption, or to feed a ﬂow eroding a sinuous rille in the case of a sufﬁciently long-lasting eruption (Figure 1). Given the relative vertical extents of typical mantle dikes,
~50–90 km (Wilson & Head, 2017a), and the thickness of the lunar crust (~30 km; Wieczorek et al.,
2013), a signiﬁcant part of the total dike magma volume would have been erupted during this
phase. Typically, the duration of this phase would have been ~5–10 days, with erupted magma
volume ﬂuxes decreasing from ~106 to ~105 m3 s 1 during this period.
Phase 3. (Dike equilibration, lower ﬂux hawaiian to strombolian transition phase) begins when the dike
feeding the eruption approaches an equilibrium, with the positive buoyancy of its lower part in
the mantle balancing the negative buoyancy of its upper part in the crust (Figure 1). The lower dike
tip then stops rising, and the dike’s vertical extent becomes ﬁxed. The main process driving this
phase of the eruption is now the horizontal reduction in the thickness of the dike as both its internal
excess pressure and the forced deformation of the host rocks by the intrusion of the dike relax
(Wilson & Head, 2017a). While deformation of host rocks in the shallow crust is probably elastic
and rapid, deformation of hotter mantle rocks surrounding the lower part of the dike is visco-elastic
or viscous, resulting in a much longer time scale. During this period, the vertical rise speed of the
magma in the dike decreases greatly to less than 1 m/s, implying that the magma volume ﬂux
leaving the vent similarly decreases to a few ×104 m3/s over the course of two to three days. The
reduced vertical magma ﬂow speed means that gas bubbles nucleating throughout the vertical
extent of the dike can now rise at an appreciable rate through the liquid, and there is time for
larger bubbles, especially the CO bubbles being produced at great depths, to overtake smaller
bubbles leading to coalescence and even greater growth. This leads to very large bubbles—gas
slugs—ﬁlling almost all of the width of the dike and producing strombolian explosions at the surface
(Parﬁtt & Wilson, 1995). The change from hawaiian to strombolian activity occurs quickly.
Phase 4. (Dike closing, strombolian vesicular ﬂow phase) begins when the activity has become entirely
strombolian. Tectonic stresses continue to cause horizontal dike closure and magma extrusion
at a low ﬂux. Magma from the deepest parts of the dike is still being forced upward to lower pressure levels and so is continuing to produce some CO at all depths, and very minor strombolian
explosive activity continues above the vent as a result. However, a stable crust forms on the
magma still emerging from the vent and ﬂowing away as lava.
There are two important potential consequences of Phase 4 activity. In some cases (Phase 4a, low ﬂux), this
phase might begin only after most of the magma in the dike has already been erupted and the volume ﬂux
has decreased to a very low level (Figure 1). This would be the case for a dike that had a relatively small vertical extent, so that most of its magma was erupted while the dike was still achieving equilibrium. The most
likely consequence is then the emplacement in the vicinity of the vent of vesicular lava as a series of coolinglimited ﬂows superimposed on earlier eruption products, in some cases building a small, low shield around
the vent. The magma being erupted now consists of liquid containing bubbles of a mixture of gases and volatile elements (Gaillard & Scaillet, 2014; Renggli et al., 2017; Saal et al., 2018) deﬁned by the thermodynamic
equilibrium between the products of interactions between mainly H2O and sulfur species released over
WILSON AND HEAD
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the last <500 m of magma rise (Rutherford et al., 2017). These bubbles would have nucleated with diameters
of ~10–20 μm and would have grown to ~20–30 μm at the surface, remaining stable within the body of the
lava as surface tension forces (Wilson & Head, 2017b) imposed a retaining pressure of ~30 kPa. Lunar basalts
exsolving ~1,000 ppm of these gases would have left the ﬁssure vent as lava foams with vesicularities of more
than 90% by volume. Radiative cooling of the surface would have aided the stabilization of the bubbles at the
top surface of the foam, but would also have induced differential cooling stresses, and it is likely that the topmost bubbles would have exploded into the overlying vacuum producing a layer of bubble wall shards with
sizes of ~10 μm. As long as gas could escape easily through this accumulating debris layer, a wave of foam
disintegration would have propagated downward through the foam, increasing the thickness of the layer.
However, this wave would rapidly have reached depths where there had been no cooling, and so the
disrupted bubble wall fragments would have formed droplets that would have welded with one another,
forming a less vesicular layer with some ﬁnite strength which, aided by the weight of the accumulated debris
above, would have inhibited further foam disintegration.
The weight of the overlying material would have determined the local pressure as a function of depth and
hence the depth down to which volatile exsolution could occur. The pressure at 1 m depth in vesicular lava
on Earth is typically 115 kPa, whereas at that depth on the Moon the value is ~1 kPa, 100 times less. In general,
therefore, Phase 4a low ﬂux lava ﬂows would have consisted of a fragmental layer overlying a very vesicular
layer. Collapse of such ﬂows could be consistent with the morphology of some of the irregular mare patches
(IMPs) documented by Braden et al. (2014) in the maria. If the ﬂows are thick enough, these vesicular layers
could, in turn, overlie a layer of lava still containing dissolved volatiles. This as-yet unvesiculated layer would
become important as the lava cooled and crystallized if volatile concentration into the remaining liquid
caused second boiling and additional postemplacement vesiculation.
In other cases, with vertically more extensive dikes (Phase 4b, high ﬂux), this phase might commence with a
large fraction of the total dike magma still being available for extrusion as vesicular lava. In such cases this
lava is likely to intrude into the still-hot interiors of the previously emplaced nonvesicular ﬂows and cause
them to inﬂate. A similar pattern of late-stage magma intruding earlier-emplaced ﬂow lobes is documented
for ﬂood-basalt lava ﬁelds on Earth (Self et al., 1996). In the lunar case, the lower parts (<400 m depth) of the
dike feeding such intruding ﬂows would contain water and sulfur compounds that had not yet been
exsolved. On a timescale of weeks, the resulting compound ﬂows would cool, and the concentration of volatiles into the residual liquid as crystallization occurred would lead to second boiling, with the resulting new
population of gas bubbles causing a further, possibly extensive, inﬂation episode. Extrusion of the resulting
magmatic foam through cracks in the lava crust may be an explanation of the ring moat dome structures
(RMDSs; Zhang et al., 2017) found in large numbers on many mare ﬂows.
The total duration of Phase 4 of an eruption would have been controlled by the nature and magnitude of the
global stress state of the lithosphere, inﬂuencing visco-elastic relaxation of the host rocks, and by cooling of
the magma in the dike. Lunar thermal history (Solomon & Head, 1980) suggests that the lithosphere was
under extensional stresses for the ﬁrst ~1 Ga as radiogenic heat accumulated and fed the onset of mare volcanism, followed at about 3.6 Ga by compressive stresses as the interior cooled, encouraging faster closure of
dikes in geologically more recent eruptions. Dike models (Wilson & Head, 2017a) suggest that Phase 4 dikes
would have had initial widths of at least 10–20 m, and cooling of near-stagnant magma in such dikes by conduction alone would require one to two years following the end of the eruption.

5. Posteruption Changes in Flows
After the main phases of an eruption are complete and all motion has ceased, changes still occur. Cooling of
lava takes place at all boundaries, causing contractional stresses in the thickening surface crust. Lava shrinks
as its density increases, causing subsidence which is greatest where lava has inﬁlled preeruption depressions,
thus adding differential stresses. These can combine to form fractures in the cooled crust. Crystallization due
to cooling increases the concentration of residual volatiles in the remaining magmatic liquid causing supersaturation, and second boiling leads to additional gas bubble nucleation. Where supersaturation and second
boiling occur in regions of a ﬂow that already contain a foam core, expansion of the foam and extrusion of
foam through cracks onto the lava ﬂow surface can occur.
WILSON AND HEAD
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6. Consequences for Observed Volcanic Features
The volcanic features formed during these various phases of activity would have depended critically on the
vent conﬁguration and the magma discharge rate and volatile content during the various stages of the
eruption. We identify nine different features typical of lunar volcanic eruptions (Head & Wilson, 2017) and link
them to the four eruptive phases described above.
1. Pyroclastic mantles form as the gas-rich tip of a dike initially reaches the surface and can represent the products of Phase 1. All lunar eruptions should include such a phase, though the deposit may be very thin
and easily masked by regolith formation or subsequent volcanic activity in low to moderate volatile content magmas. Additional pyroclasts can be dispersed around the vent for hundreds of meters to several
tens of kilometers as magmatic volatile content varies during Phase 2 hawaiian eruptions.
2. Small shield volcanoes consist of Phase 2 lavas erupted from dikes that have a relatively small volume, so
that neither the erupted volume nor the volume ﬂux are large. Overﬂows from the lava lake around the
vent are fed at a low eruption volume ﬂux and the resulting lava ﬂows do not travel far (~5–15 km) before
stopping due to cooling. Previous ﬂow deposits form obstacles to subsequent lava outﬂows from the
pond and so eventually ﬂows will have left the pond in all radial directions and a low shield volcano
progressively accumulates. Subsequent Phase 3/4 activity builds additional features at the summit of
the volcano (strombolian spatter and foam layers). Phase 4 (a) activity could also result in small, low shield
volcanoes with superposed foam layers and IMPs, such as Cauchy 5 (Qiao et al., 2018).
3. Compound ﬂow ﬁelds (Kreslavsky et al., 2017) form from relatively small-volume dikes with low eruption
ﬂuxes. In contrast to small shield volcanoes that would form at central vents on very low slopes, compound ﬂow ﬁelds form from ﬁssure eruptions on appreciable slopes. Cooling limited ﬂows induce multiple
marginal breakouts upslope toward the vent, producing the digitate map outline typical of compound
ﬂow ﬁelds.
4. Sinuous rilles and their source depressions are initiated during Phase 2 eruptions from dikes containing a
large volume of low volatile content magma that erupts through a ﬁssure less than ~5 km long, ensuring
a moderate volume ﬂux. This generally creates a near-circular lava pond that contains lava at magmatic
temperature fed from an optically dense lava fountain. The pond feeds a turbulent lava ﬂow that efﬁciently erodes its substrate to form a sinuous channel over the course of a few months as the eruption
continues through Phases 3 and 4.
5. Long lava ﬂows represent Phase 2 eruptions from large-volume dikes that feed ﬁssure vents 10–15 km
long. The magma volatile content has little inﬂuence on the morphology of the distal parts of the ﬂow
ﬁeld emplaced from the early stages of the eruption because the high magma volume ﬂux guarantees
an optically dense ﬁre fountain forming a lava lake at magmatic temperature, in turn feeding hot, turbulent volatile-free lava ﬂows. However, the magma volatile content becomes important later in Phases
3 and 4.
6. Pyroclastic cones form during Phases 3 and 4 of eruptions with an intermediate volatile content. The
change from steady to pulsating hawaiian activity, as the eruption progresses toward the strombolian
stage, allows the outer parts of the ﬁre fountain to become partially transparent so that partially cooled
pyroclasts reach the ground to form spatter or cinder cones, the degree of welding depending on the
precise amount of cooling.
7. Summit pit craters can initially form from Phase 2 pyroclastic activity in low effusion rate, small-shield
building eruptions, with hawaiian pyroclast ranges out to ~0.5–1.5 km radius. They may also be the result
of Phase 4a activity from small-volume dikes erupting volatile-poor magma from small shield summit
vents, coupled with volume adjustments during late-stage magma cooling. They also appear to commonly involve only short ﬁssure vents, so that although the low volatile content causes short pyroclast
ranges, nevertheless, a small and roughly circular lava pond forms around the vent. In one case
(Hyginus), escape of gas that has accumulated in lateral dikes linked to the summit vent created a caldera
(Wilson et al., 2011).
8. IMPs are interpreted to be related to Phase 4a activity from small-volume dikes. After explosive activity
becomes minimal, very vesicular magma from the dike is emplaced under a cooling crust on the lava lake
around the vent. In some cases this magmatic foam breaks through the crust to form bulbous mounds
that represent one class of IMP, as at the small shield summit crater Ina (Qiao et al., 2017). In other cases
the foam intrusion raises the crust of the crater lake and overﬂows onto the upper ﬂanks, where partial
WILSON AND HEAD
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collapse of the foam produces another type of IMP, such as those on the ﬂanks of Cauchy 5 (Qiao et al.,
2018). Similar features occur on the ﬂoor of the Hyginus collapse caldera (Braden et al., 2014).
9. RMDSs (Zhang et al., 2017) are interpreted to be the consequence of Phase 4b activity from a large-volume
dike. Earlier phases of the eruption emplace long volatile-free lava ﬂows. The Phase 4b activity injects
partly vesiculated lava into the hot cores of the earlier ﬂows causing inﬂation. Subsequent cooling and
crystallization drive exsolution of the remaining volatiles (second boiling), causing even more inﬂation
and producing large amounts of magmatic foam. Escape of the foam through cracks in the cooled crust
of the ﬂow forms RMDSs. The moat surrounding the low dome structure is interpreted to represent the
consequence of the loading due to the extruded material coupled with conservation of volume as the
extrusion occurs.

7. Conclusions
We have used the basic principles of magma generation, ascent, and eruption to examine the range of dike
volumes, effusion rates, volatile species, and release patterns as a function of time and eruption duration, subdividing eruptions into four sequential phases with speciﬁc individual characteristics and predictions. These
phases result in a unifying quantitative conceptual model for the relationships among a wide and diverse
range of related observed volcanic landforms and structures such as pyroclastic mantles, small shield volcanoes, compound ﬂow ﬁelds, sinuous rilles and their source depressions, long lava ﬂows, pyroclastic cones,
summit pit craters, IMPs, and RMDSs. In contrast to viewing the array of volcanic landforms each in isolation,
these theoretical predictions provide the basis for placing lunar volcanic landforms into eruptive sequences
from individual eruptive events, and linking them to potential variations in dike characteristics and evolution,
effusion rates, and volatile contents, that can provide clues to the nature of magma source regions.
These predictions and correlations can be further tested by future human and robotic lunar exploration to
speciﬁc destinations.
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